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KFOR CoS Interview
Brigadier General John C. Boyd
gives his first interview for the KFOR
Chronicle, providing KFOR personnel
an opportunity to get to know his
military background and his approach
to fulfilling the role of COS KFOR.
Sir, can you describe what are the roles and
responsibilities of the Chief of Staff in KFOR?

T

he job description states as Chief of Staff I serve
as the principal coordinator and executive
coordination agent for the Commander of KFOR
(COMKFOR). Within that, I see the role as one
of fostering a HQ environment where the Staff
feel empowered to produce exceptional quality
products which allow COMKFOR to make the best
possible decisions at all times. I believe in working
in an atmosphere of collegiality, which in my view
is the best environment for generating ideas and
creative solutions. Of course I give guidance, that is
an essential part of being a leader; but in giving that
guidance I try not to pre-empt the work of the staff or
create bias towards any one course of action (COA).
The Staff are recognised SMEs – I trust them to bring and the end of the mission?
that expertise to bear on each and every problem
The provision of excellent and timely advice to the
they are presented with.
Commander should be the number one goal of a
What are the biggest challenges you face in your Staff. A top priority for me is to streamline staff work
processes, allowing them to focus on the issues at
appointment?
hand so they can prepare products in a shorter time
This is not my first deployment so I’ve met many of the frame but yet the solutions are complete and suitable
challenges before! A persistent challenge is that there for COMKFOR to use in his decision making. I’ve
can be 3-5 different staff officers rotating through already mentioned my role of coordinating the Staff of
each Staff appointment during my 12 month tenure. KFOR HQ; this task extends to doing all I can to better
This is why it is of paramount importance that the the cooperation between KFOR HQ and higher HQs
best possible handover-takeover (HOTO) takes place where the same challenges involving Staff rotations
between successors and predecessors, shortening and the retention of institutional memory exist.
the time it takes to become effective. The quality of
staff work is hugely influenced by the building of How has your service and education in the US National
institutional memory; this is where the civilian staff Guard prepared you for this role?
of KFOR add enormous value. They are like a vault
of lessons learned which can speed up the decision I graduated from the US’ oldest private military school,
making process considerably. SOPs are important to Norwich University, in 1988, being commissioned
help bridge the gaps caused by frequent rotations into the regular Army as a 2nd Lieutenant. I became
and I always encourage a thorough knowledge of a stockbroker in 1993 but always missed military life
so I transitioned into the National Guard in 1995.
them amongst the Staff.
Having served in many of the Staff Officer positions
What are your main priorities as CoS between now at Battalion and Brigade level, G1, G3, G4 etc., I have
KFOR Chronicle 01/2019
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KFOR CoS Interview
an insight into how a HQ should work as a whole; it
is a great apprenticeship for an Executive Officer. The
military education I received attending the United
States Army War College, Joint Combined Warfighter
School and the Command and General Staff College
formalises the practical experience I gained. At the
strategic level, the CAPSTONE course has prepared
me for operating “outside the trenches”; courses such
as this are a recognition by the military that modern
day conflicts commonly have a political dimension.

When I was asked as a young Officer Cadet to give an
example of a leader whom I admired, I said Ronald
Reagan. As a leader, he surrounded himself with
bright capable people and just as importantly, gave
those people the space to do what they needed to
ensure success. He had the moral courage to defend
them when questioned and remained loyal to his
team throughout his presidency. I believe strongly
in mission command, in decentralising execution
whether in training or on active duty. In this way,
we train our leaders to make decisions and we instil
National Guard Soldiers hold civilian jobs or attend confidence in them by trusting their professional
college while maintaining their military training and ability to get the job done. This comes with a caveat:
readiness. As a Brig Gen in the National Guard, how leaders at all levels must report! Reporting gives
do you balance your command responsibilities with leaders an opportunity to underwrite risk which
your civilian life?
is often where senior leaders can show the most
leadership.
Whilst I am active duty, i.e. committed to the National
Guard full time and so do not have to juggle two Based on your observations as CoS what are the
jobs, I have the greatest respect for the sacrifices biggest challenges KFOR faces and how can KFOR
made by National Guard soldiers and their families prepare to deal with these challenges?
who do. This involves putting normal family life on
an uncertain footing for long periods. National Guard Maintaining a safe and secure environment (SASE)
personnel must give of their best in both military and is a mission essential task. Maintaining a high level
civilian spheres, magnifying the challenges faced of readiness to fulfil that mission can be our biggest
by all soldiers; this is something to be admired and challenge. We meet that challenge through holding
respected.
snap exercises that meet the operational requirement
and conducting meaningful training to ensure hard
Are the skills you employed in your civilian job won lessons and skills do not atrophy.
transferrable to your military life (and vice versa)?
Whilst I’m no longer a civilian per se, my time as
a stockbroker has some similarities with military
thinking. Stockbroking requires quick yet well
thought out decision-making, just as the military
does. The skills that National Guard soldiers bring
into the military from their civilian jobs can be the
difference between success and failure. I recall a
military cook, who was an electrician in civilian life,
restored power to our main communications vehicle
in a big exercise in Quebec, Canada, allowing the
exercise which had come to a halt to recommence.
Skills such as he displayed are invaluable in a military
world where there are never enough resources.

What message would you like to give to KFOR soldiers?

I’ve been struck by the level of professionalism shown
by both civilians and soldiers in the time I’ve spent
here. I’d like to thank them for the way they have
been united in commitment, for their dedication
to duty and their hard work, day and night, in all
weathers. I want to encourage all KFOR personnel to
interact with the local people in a straightforward and
compassionate way; this is one of the ways we can
ensure a safe and secure environment for all. Finally,
I’d like to express my thanks to soldiers’ families for
the support and sacrifice they make for their military
men and women. I am extremely grateful for that
What is your personal leadership philosophy and sacrifice. I wish every one of you a successful mission
how has it evolved as you progressed through your and a safe return to your families.
career?
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DEUCON

Medal Parade
On a very cold 4th of
January 2019, COMKFOR
Major General Lorenzo
D’Addario presided over
the DEU Contingent Medal
Parade for soldiers who
qualified to receive the
non-Article 5 NATO Balkans
medal and also witnessed
the Change of Command of
the German Senior National
Representative (SNR) to
KFOR.
The
DEUCON
Contingent
Commander Lt Col Dr. Offerman
began proceedings by welcoming
everyone to the ceremony and
thanked the onlookers for coming,
stating their presence was very
much appreciated “as it is a strong
symbol of friendship and solidarity
with the German contingent.” The
Contingent Commander drew
attention to the fact that this
was the first ever German medal
parade to be held in Camp Film
City following the closure of Field
Camp Prizren on 17 December
2018.
COMKFOR
addressed
the
parade, welcoming the German
Contingent to their new home
in Kosovo and congratulated
the medal recipients on their
achievement.
Major
General
D’Addario thanked the outgoing
German SNR Col. Frank B. for his
service to KFOR, wishing him well
in his future career and then went
on to welcome the incoming DEU
SNR Col. Gunnar S., giving him his
best wishes for a successful tour of
duty.
Comdt Greg O’Keeffe
OF-3 IRE-A

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019
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EXERCISES
January 2019 has been a very
busy period for the soldiers of
MNBG-W with no less than
three exercises completed
during the month! The first
exercise, a civil disturbance
scenario titled ‘Falcon In The
Air’ took place on 4th January,
a Mass Casualty (MASCAL)
exercise took place on 16
January in Camp Villaggio
Italia (CVI) while on 25 Jan
ITA PAPA Company (P-Coy)
undertook mountain training
in ‘Ex Cliffhanger’.

T

he aim of the first exercise was
to practice the Manoeuvre
Company’s capability to intervene
in a civil disturbance scenario and
provide evacuation assistance to
JRD-W personnel operating and
living in Field Houses / Field Offices
located within MNBG-W Area of
Responsibility (AoR).
The exercise also tested the Units
capability to plan and organise
logistic support, to enhance the

6

level of Command and Control (C2)
coordination and interoperability
between different KFOR Units and
systems and also to apply safety rules
while operating together.
Truly multinational in nature, the
exercise involved a Slovenian (SVN)
Coy reinforced by an Austrian (AUT)
platoon and an Italian (ITA) RAVEN
team. The Coy was supported by
a Moldavian (MDA) EOD Team,
two medical teams and two MP

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019

teams each from SVN and ITA. One
AUT platoon was employed as the
opposing force (OPFOR).
The intention for the “Falcon in
the Air” exercise was for Units to
conduct a quick evacuation of KFOR
personnel from a field house and to
control a crowd of demonstrators
due to a deteriorating security
situation. This scenario was designed
to test MNBG-W’s ability to quickly
employ multinational assets on a
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MNBG-W
complex operation with a high level
of interoperability. After action
reviews showed the exercise aims
were very well met with valuable
lessons learned and very much
improved cooperation amongst the
different participants.
The purpose of the later MASCAL
exercise was to assess the Unit’s
response in case of an incident or
number of incidents (for example
fire in a building, a blast, hostile
actions, route accident, etc.) in which
the number or severity of casualties
exceeds the capacity or capability to
give treatment.
Due to multiple casualties
occurring
simultaneously,
a
MASCAL situation involves not only
medical staff; the management of an
emergency situation requires the
support of many other components
of the available force. The exercise
commenced with a simulated blast in
an accommodation building. After
the acoustic alarm spread, the Fire
Fighting Team, the Military Police
and First Aiders came to the spot
concurrently with ROLE 1 Medical
Staff and ambulances. Medical staff
conducted triage, segregating the
wounded depending on the severity
of injuries and coordinating the
efforts of the personnel on scene.
Immediate first aid was given on site
and the injured were subsequently
transported by ambulance to ROLE
1 for emergency treatment. HELI
MEDEVAC was required for the
most seriously injured. The exercise
was an excellent test of coordination
and cooperation in an emergency
situation between all the different
national components present in
CVI.
‘Ex Cliffhanger’, the final exercise
for January was intended to exercise

MNBG-W ITA P-Coy in operating
in a mountain environment with the
exercise aim of testing readiness and
the ability to face a threat to the Safe
and Secure Environment (SASE)
and Freedom of Movement (FOM).
Exercises of this type are intent on
refining the skills and the capabilities
acquired during the training phase
in order to perfect the carrying out
of basic infantry ground activities.
In winter time MNBG-W and
KFOR continuously train to increase
the following capabilities:
-Planning and execution of a
tactical operation;
-Driving on snowy ground and
mountain routes;

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019

-Ground navigation and tactical
movement in a rural environment;
-Planning and organising logistic
support;
-Enhancing
the
level
of
coordination and interoperability
between KFOR Units;
-Application of safety rules.
In the end, a first rate result was
achieved in all Exercises in the spirit
of the MNBG-W motto: “Four
Nations, One Force”!

Lt Col Gennaro TROISE
OF-4 ITA Army
PAO MNBG-W
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Field Camp Prizren
FCP having served in Claims Administration, Facility
Management and Environmental Management
roles in his previous deployments. He was very
involved in the preparations to close FCP, where
many facilities had to be dismantled and the supply
items transported back to Germany. Harald recalls his
FCP was the Headquarters of the German Contingent arrival in FCP in 2006, waking up on his first morning
in KFOR from the earliest days of the NATO mission to -18C temperatures and making his way to the
deploying into Kosovo. The Camp had a long military washroom through 30cm of snow! At this time there
history, stretching back to Ottoman times but prior were ca. 2,500 soldiers in Field Camp Prizren, living
to KFOR taking control of the camp, it had been 3-4 persons to a room. The Camp was like a small
home to Units of the Army of the Federal Republic multi-ethnic village, with up to 15 recreational outlets

The formal handing over of Field Camp
Prizren (FCP) to UNMIK took place on 17
December 2018 and marked the final chapter
in the long 19-year association of the German
Bundeswehr with Prizren in Kosovo.

FCP 1999

FCP 2012

of Yugoslavia (FRY). In 1999, very few buildings
were habitable in the camp due to the NATO
bombing, so the first German troops were in tented
accommodation and offices. Hauptfeldwebel (Master
Sgt) Thomas H. recalls “after a very hard landing in an
Airbus 310 at Skopje Airport, we made our way along
potholed roads, passing many devastated homes and
a lot of destroyed military equipment. Similar scenes,
with lots of abandoned FRY military equipment met
us in FCP, which was now home to approximately
1000 German soldiers.” Thomas has vivid memories of
spending the Millennium New Year in Prizren and of
the occasion when many mines were washed into the
riverbed in Vermice/Vrmnica. When asked how he felt
about the German Army leaving Prizren after all these
years, he expressed sadness, especially in relation to
saying goodbye to the Local Civilian Hires (LCH), the
local workers in FCP with whom he had made friends
(and some of whom he had given their first job!).
Similar views were expressed by Harald B., a Navy
(Res.) Capt who has served 12 tours of duty abroad,
the majority of them in KFOR. He is very familiar with

such as cafes, pizzerias and restaurants catering for
the personnel in Camp. Harald remembers socialising
with Spanish, Italian, Turkish and later Austrian
and Swiss troops at the ‘Sunshine Bar’. As a Claims
Officer, he got to travel a lot. “In the days before the
motorways were built, it used to take up to 3 hours to
go from Prizren to Pristina; often your speed would
be no more than 5kph!” Harald recalls.
To get a civilian perspective, the Chronicle spoke to
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FCP
two Kosovo Albanian interpreters, Dritan Hoti and
Bajram Shala, both of whom worked with the DEU
Contingent from the earliest days. In Bajram’s case, he
had been serving in the Yugoslav Army for 10 years
and was based in Mostar, Bosnia when war broke out
there in 1992. He left for Switzerland and didn’t return
to Kosovo until 1999. Using the German language
he had learnt whilst abroad, he got a job working as
an interpreter with DEU CON in Prizren. His job was
incredibly interesting, working with the DEU Press
Information Officer and PsyOps in the early 2000’s,
then a spell in the German radio station from 20042006. Both Bajran and Dritan worked on the staff of
the DEU Commander and when Germany headed
up the Mission 2010-2014, both of them worked for
COMKFOR.
Asked what their memories were of working with
DEU CON in the early days, both said the routine was
very un-German because there was no bureaucracy
or fixed schedule! Each work day lasted for 12-14
hours and brought fresh challenges and new tasks
that had to be accomplished that day. Both remarked

on how German (and other nation’s) troops were
welcomed in Prizren and indeed throughout Kosovo.
Dritan and Bajram both said how sad people were to
see the Germans leave Prizren and they wanted to
give assurances that all Germans were welcome back
at any time.
And so on 20 December 2018, the Federal Service Flag,
watched by the last German Contingent Commander

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019
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Field Camp Prizren
in Prizren Lt Colonel Dr. Eric
Offermann and the last remaining
80 soldiers, was lowered for the
final time. Lt Denise Alten noted
in her article for ‘Bundeswehr’
(www.einsatz.bundeswehr.de)
that Lt Colonel Dr. Eric Offermann
and his predecessors Colonel
Jochen Gumprich, Lieutenant
Colonel Jürgen Elsen and
Lieutenant Colonel Christian
Kiesel and the German soldiers
under their command had indeed
accomplished a major operational
and logistical success. Important An emo onal moment – flag down (photo by: Dritan Ho )
leadership
decisions
were
taken by successive Contingent
Commanders and their soldiers
which ensured that both the
reduction of forces and material
returns
were
implemented
on time. In the run-up to the
handover of FCP, more than
6,000 Bundeswehr supply items
totalling ca. 2,040 tonnes had to
be returned to Germany – a busy
time indeed!
A lot of material and facilities in the
Camp have been donated to the
German NGO GIZ who will receive
the property from UNMIK and turn
it into an educational campus for
technical students in the coming The oﬃcial handover ceremony to UNMIK (photo by: Dritan Ho )

The last German soldier leaves the field camp Prizren under the command of the Camp Commandant. (photo by: Dritan Ho )
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FCP
focus of German involvement will be on filling KFOR
Headquarters appointments and the activities of
the NATO Advisory and Liaison Team (NALT). The
team supports the further development of security
organizations in Kosovo and advises on the training
of security forces.
Even though Camp Film City is the new home for
German soldiers in KFOR, Field Camp Prizren will
forever hold a special place in the hearts of German
soldiers who have served in KFOR over the last 19
years; for now however, it is ‘Auf Wiedersehen’ to FCP
until many Germans possibly return to visit as tourists
in the years to come!
months and years. Despite the closure of Field Camp
Prizren as a military base, the German commitment
continues in Kosovo. As of 2019, Bundeswehr
soldiers will serve exclusively at Camp Film City, the
headquarters of KFOR in Pristina. From now on, the

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019

Comdt Greg O’Keeffe
OF-3 IRL-A
&
Contributor: Oberleutnant
Denise Alten, OF-1 DEU-A.
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A VISUAL OVERVIEW

03 JAN 2019
KFOR Commander Major
General Lorenzo D’Addario
received Lieutenant General
Nistri, General Commander
of the Carabinieri at KFOR
HQ.

10 JAN 2019
COMKFOR Major General
Lorenzo D’Addario met with
Mr Erol Arduc, Chief of
UNHCR Mission in Kosovo
in HQ KFOR.

12 JAN 2019
Major General Lorenzo
D’Addario, Commander
KFOR welcomed Major
General Janson Durr
Boyles, Adjutant General of
Mississippi (USA) to HQ
KFOR.
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COM KFOR
16 JAN 2019
KFOR Commander Major
General Lorenzo D’Addario
travelled to Belgrade to
meet with Mr Aleksander
Vulin, Minister for Defence
of the Republic of Serbia.

21 JAN 2019
COMKFOR Major General
Lorenzo D’Addario had
his first meeting with Mr
Thaçi at Mr.Thaçi’s Office in
Pristina.

28 JAN 2019
Major General Lorenzo
D’Addario, Commander
KFOR received H.E. Mr
Zahir Tanin, Head of the
UN Administration in
Kosovo (UNMIK) in HQ
KFOR.

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019
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ACTIVITIES
EOD Joint Training
SAINT BARBARA’S DAY!!
NATO Explosive Ordnance Disposal
(EOD) units from all across
KFOR work together to increase
interoperability during a training
event at Camp Maréchal de Lattre
de Tassigny, Kosovo, Dec. 6, 2018.
The event increased capabilities
between the Austrian, Swiss, Danish
and U.S. EOD teams. This event
improves overall readiness of the
EOD teams to ensure a safe and
secure environment in Kosovo. This
day was selected in celebration of
Saint Barbara’s Day. Saint Barbara is
the patron saint of field artillery and
explosive engineers. (Hawaii Army
National Guard Photo by Sgt. Tinisha
Mellein-Fortson/Released)

Donate to Hospital
Members of the Area Support
Team Balkans and Soldiers of
KFOR Multinational Battle
Group-East spent the day
donating goods to Ferizaj
General Hospital on Dec. 7,
2018. Some of the goods
donated include clothing,
pillows and sheets for those
in need. Kosovo Force - KFOR
is commited to engaging
with the community and
helping to keep a safe and
secure environment within
Kosovo. U.S. Army photos by
Cpl. Aven Santiago/Released
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MNBG - E

Fire Phobia
Fire! Fire! Fire
Soldiers from the Turkish Manoeuver Company took part in fire phobia training at Camp Novo Selo on Dec.
13, 2018. The training taught by the Hungarian KFOR Tactical Reserve Battalion prepares soldiers to respond
to molotov cocktail situations. Kosovo Force - KFOR Soldiers are well trained and well prepared to respond
to any threat to a safe and secure environment in Kosovo. U.S. Army photos by Cpl. Aven Santiago/Released

Polish TOA
MNBG-East Welcomes Incoming Polish Military Contingent!
KFOR guests and distinguished visitors attend the Polish Military Contingent Transfer of Authority ceremony
between Lt. Col. Piotr Wrona and Lt. Col. Slawomir Skibinski at Camp Novo Selo (CNS), Kosovo, Dec. 19, 2018.
The ceremony marks the beginning of the 25th rotation of Polish troops supporting NATO’s KFOR peace
support operation in Kosovo. KFOR is tasked with maintaining a safe and secure environment and freedom
of movement for all people in Kosovo. (Hawaii Army National Guard Photos by Sgt. Tinisha Mellein-Fortson/
Released)
KFOR Chronicle 01/2019
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KFOR

ROLE 1
ROLE 1 is a type of medical care
facility located in each KFOR
camp. The medical team, composed of doctors, nurses and
health assistants, must be prepared to provide medical care
to all KFOR military and civilian personnel. When care complexity exceeds a camp’s Role 1
capabilities, the patient has to
be transported to a higher level
health facility.

P

rimary medical treatments,
routine out-patient care, vaccination, emergency care, mass
casualty (MASCAL) response and
First Aid training are some of the
competencies that KFOR Role 1
can implement in their daily routine. Regarding specialty medical care, support is guaranteed
through the private sector within
the KFOR area of responsibility.
The good relationship between
KFOR and external facilities ensures full coverage across the
medical spectrum.
Furthermore, Role 1 personnel
are involved in all training and
exercises conducted by KFOR units but they are an active part of the purpose of rigorously testing
personnel. Their participation is the exercise. They are trained to in- their readiness and capabilities
not only in order to support KFOR tervene in difficult situations with because that can make the difference between life and death for
an individual following a serious
health issue. Even though military
personnel are a generally healthy
bunch, it is reassuring to know
that medical help is always close
at hand!

Comdt. Greg O’Keeffe
OF-3 IRL-A
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“RUN WITH SANTA”

seven different cities in Kosovo.
The 2018 “Run With Santa” raised
around €6000 and helped 500
families with food and necessities
during the holiday season.

When CNN, BBC, USA Today,
and Euro News cover stories
in Kosovo, the news can often
be less than positive; however,
a Kosovo good news story
concerning a charity event held
by the NGO “Project5Cent” and
supported by KFOR featured in
the international news recently.

KFOR personnel amongst the ca.
1000 participants, took place on
16 December 2018 starting from
Zahir Pajaziti Square, Pristina.
Project 5 Cent’s aim was to raise
money for families in need and
at the same time bring a smile to
faces of both the participants and
the onlookers. The first running
of this event in 2016 managed to
he 3rd “Run With Santa” 5K help 60 families, with the 2017
mini-Marathon, which had 27 event assisting 350 families in

In extending an invitation to
KFOR to participate, Mr Jusuf
Islami, founder of Project 5 Cent,
noted the great support given
by KFOR at previous events and
acknowledged the excellent and
selfless work done by Ms. Fitore
Berisha, KFOR’s Gender Advisor
(GENAD) Admin, to promote the
event. However, the 27 KFOR
personnel didn’t just participate
– the Headquarters Support
Group (HSG) TransCoy Chief
Laszlo Kishazi came in 3rd place
overall! Congratulations Laszlo, a
wonderful achievement in a very
worthy cause.

Comdt. Greg O’Keeffe
OF-3 IRL-A
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ToA

The Armenian Contingent
KFOR Deputy Commander,
Brigadier General Reinhard
Ruckenstuhl, presided over the
Transfer of Authority ceremony
of the Armenian Contingent in
Camp Film City. It was also the
occasion when the outgoing
Armenian Contingent received
the hard-earned award of the
non-Article 5 NATO Balkans
Medal.
After six months of outstanding
service, the outgoing Armenian
Commander, Major Karen Davtyan,
handed over the responsibility
to Captain Artak Petrosyan.
Addressing the troops, DCOMKFOR

in ensuring the security of the
mission essential APOD, stating “…
we were not only teammates and
friends but also a big family. We
shared both difficulties and regular
duty days. I can say that we have
fulfilled all our responsibilities.” He
expressed his appreciation for the ended his speech by thanking the
important work done by Armenian HSG CDR Col David Goulding for
soldiers, declaring “They perform the unwavering support he had
their tasks with reliability and given the Armenian Contingent
professionalism, contributing and since his arrival in KFOR.
supporting KFOR mission at all
times, especially in guarding the
Comdt Greg O’Keeffe
military APOD in Sllatina.”
OF-3 IRL-A
Maj. Davtyan congratulated his
soldiers on the part they played

SOLDIER OF THE MONTH
Name:
Rank:
Nationality:
Unit:

Nicholas Schleicher
SGT
USA
TF EOD, MNBG-E

SGT Schleicher was promoted to Sergeant in
May 2018; upon promotion he became eligible
to begin EOD Team Leader certification. This
rigorous certification typically takes between 12-18
months to complete. In order to meet deployment
requirements for KFOR 25 and deploy as a certified
EOD Team Leader, SGT Schleicher dedicated all of
his free time to focus on Team Leader certification.
His outstanding work ethic allowed SGT Schleicher
to earn his EOD Team Leader certification within
just six months.
SGT Schleicher identified severe safety issues with
the emergency demolition site for TF EOD (EOD
Hill). He spearheaded the effort to create a plan for
corrective measures and engineered several courses
of action in order to mitigate the hazards. This
product was approved by both TF EOD and the
MNBG-E Commander, and is currently in the final
steps of the execution phase.

18

SGT Schleicher enhanced TF EOD‘s interoperability
by orchestrating multiple events between TF EOD
and the TCNs. These events varied from unit-level
static displays and social gatherings up to KFOR
level demolition ranges and challenging Improvised
Explosive Device Defeat Competitions.
SGT Schleicher is indeed an excellent example to
other soldiers and is a worthy winner of ‘Soldier
Of The Month’ He is seen here receiving his award
from COMKFOR Maj Gen Lorenzo D’Addario on 26
January 2019 in Camp Film City.

KFOR Chronicle 01/2019
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CoC

The Moldavian Contingent
On a cold bright winter day, 12
December 2018, the Moldavian
Contingent held a Change of
Command (CoC) and Medal
Parade in CVI to mark the
handover from one contingent
to the next.
Lt. Col. Ion GODOROJA took over
from Lt. Col. Veaceslav BALAN
who ended his term along with
the outgoing Contingent. Lt. Col.
GODOROJA is also the Moldavian
SNR.
The Moldavian Armed Forces
deployed
in
KFOR
with
Multinational Battle Group-West
(MNBG-W) include a manoeuver
platoon which is part of Italian

P-COY. The Moldavian contribution
to KFOR is very important also due
to the presence of an EOD team,
a valuable asset to the MNBG-W
Commander.
Col. Di Marco, the new COM
MNBG-W, addressed the incoming
Contingent and their Commander,
stating “Your commitment for
MNBG-W is of great importance
and there is no doubt that we will
create together a great team.”
The
outgoing
Moldavian
Commander Lt. Col. Veaceslav
BALAN thanked the outgoing
MNBG-W Commander Col Cucchini
for his leadership throughout his
Contingent’s tour of duty. He also
acknowledged the multi-national

The Ukrainian Contingent
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Comdt Greg O’Keeffe
OF-3 IRL-A

Medal Parade

Kosovo’s local capacity and
promoting
the
perception
that KFOR enables stability in
Kosovo.” Ukrainian SNR Major Ihor
Kovalevskyi recalled the ultimate
sacrifice made by “four servicemen
of the Ukrainian Armed Forces
who lost their lives protecting the
safe and secure environment and
the freedom of movement here in
Kosovo.” Major Kovalevskyi went
The
Ukrainian
Contingent on to say to his troops “I wish all
contributes to the creation of a
Safe And Secure Environment
(SASE) and Freedom Of Movement
(FOM) by providing obstacle
removal, area/route clearance,
carrying out combat engineer
tasks, construction, improvement
of lines of communication as well
as a full range of EOD operations.
COMKFOR commented on the
performance of the Ukrainian
Contingent which had strongly
contributed
to
“enhancing
The Ukrainian Contingent,
inheritors of a long and proud
tradition of service with KFOR
stretching back to 1 September
1999, paraded in Camp Film
City on 18 December 2018
where COMKFOR Major General
Lorenzo D’Addario presented
them with the NATO non-Article
5 Balkans Medal.

nature of service in MNBG-W,
stating that “Together we create
a force that continues to facilitate
the consolidation of peace and
stability in the region and put a
positive stamp on the history of
KFOR and Kosovo.”

of you and your families good
health, endurance, inexhaustible
energy, goodness, confidence in
the future, new achievements, and
further inspiration in defending
peace in our country and around
the world.”
Comdt Greg O’Keeffe
OF-3 IRL-A
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Magic of Salsa
With the long cold winter days at this time of year,
it can sometimes be hard to stay warm in this
weather. However, one KFOR soldier has found a
way of bringing some Latin heat to CFC with the
magic of Salsa, Merengue and Bachata! Lt Col Dr.
Robert Blunder (OF-4) AUT-A has been teaching
Latin Dance in the NATO Gym since November 2018
to the multinational class of Salseras and Salseros
that make up the KFOR Salsa Club (KSC).

R

obert is a Reserve Officer in the Austrian Army with a
civil profession of Professor for Communications at
a private University in Munich, Germany. What is more
important for the salseros and salseras of KSC is that he
is an “assistant professor” of Cuban salsa, a qualification
earned through many visits to Cuba since he became
interested in Salsa in 1998. Robert progressed to a master level in many kinds of Standard and Latin Dance,
so much so that he is the 2017 Austrian Dance School
Champion in Latin Dances. KSC is indeed privileged to
have such a teacher!
With new Beginners and Advanced Classes (see posters) having commenced in the NATO Gym on Sunday
27 January for six Sundays (with midweek practice on
Wednesdays) there is an opportunity for everyone to
learn a new skill and, most importantly, have some real
fun while doing so!
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LET’S DO IT KOSOVO!
Let’s Do It Kosovo! The Canadian
Contingent dons gloves to
help raise awareness of the
importance
of protecting
Kosovo’s environment

O

n 8 December 2018 the five
Canadian Military personnel who are part of KFOR in Pristina, joined with the Canadian
Ambassador to Kosovo, Mr Daniel Maksymiuk at the Lake Badovac Festival to help clean-up a
park and to contribute to environmental awareness, education
and environmental stewardship
with local youth. The festival was
jointly sponsored by IiK and the
Government of Canada and was
organized by Let’s Do It! Kosova.
Let’s Do It! Kosova is part of Let’s
Do It! World, a worldwide civic-led
mass movement that began in Estonia in 2008 when 50,000 people
united together to clean up the
entire country in just five hours.
Since then, Let’s Do It! World has
spread this model (clean up one
country in one day) around the
world, including Kosovo. Let’s
Do It! Kosova is therefore a grass
roots organization dedicated to
environmental issues at the local
and governmental level and raises

awareness through clean-ups, education and environmental action.
The Canadian Military personnel,
Lt Col Andre Delhommeau, Lt Col
Shane Patterson, Maj Steve Flavel, Maj Marco Lacasse and PO2
Carolyn Dalton, put on gloves and
joined Ambassador Maksymiuk,
the Kosovo Minister of the Environment, Mr Fatmir Matoshi, and
Let’s Do It Kosovo’s team leader,
Mr Luan Hasanaj to clean up the
lakeside park. They did this with
local youth and spoke with them
about the importance of taking
care of our environment and exchanging ideas on how to make
environmental
improvements,
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at the local level, within Kosovo.
The young Kosovars, ranging from
middle schoolers to university students, were very enthusiastic in
their work and seemed appreciative of having distinguished visitors and Canadian KFOR personnel working with them. Following
the clean-up, there was a break
for a lunch of traditional food, followed by games for the kids and
the planting of some trees.

A.J. Delhommeau
Lt Col (OF-4) RCAF
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Contribute to the
KFORChronicle!
Just send your photos to:
kforchronicle@hq.kfor.nato.int by the 20th
of the month explaining where you took the
photo and what equipment you used. We will
then select one of the submitted images and
publish it in the next edition of the Chronicle.
A KFOR Chronicle T-Shirt is awarded each
month to the winning photographer.
You will be immortalised in the KFOR
Chronicle!
Is that not something to be proud of?
Sincerely
The Chronicle Team
KFOR Chronicle 01/2019

“The Light of Life”
OR 4 ITA Army
Davide D‘Alessio
MNBG-West
(5° Reggimento Alpini)
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Military Education: I joined the Italian Army in 1990 aged 18 years and attended the Sergeant
School in Viterbo, Italy. I was commissioned a Sergeant in 1991. In 1992 I was assigned to the
187° Regiment Paratrooper “FOLGORE” in Livorno where I served as Platoon Commander.
From 2004 to June 2014 I served as the Chief of the Intelligence Section in this Unit. From July
2014 to August 2017 I served at the Embassy of Italy in Qatar as Assistant to the Defence Attaché.
In September 2017 I was stationed in Pisa at the Special Forces Command of the Italian Army as
Chief of the Intelligence Section. I was appointed KFOR CSM in November 2018. My education
includes graduation from several courses including Parachutist, Paratrooper Instructor, Jump
Master, Pathfinder, Sharp Shooter course - Germany; Rifle Marksmanship - USA; NCO
Battle Staff Development Course, Africa Southern European Task Force, Counterinsurgency
Intelligence Course - USA; Specialist in Intelligence, Special Operation Task Group in Pfullendorf
Base – Germany.
About the Mission: Having served in many missions previously (Bosnia, Kosovo, Afghanistan,
Iraq, Lebanon) as a Platoon Leader and Intelligence Specialist, my appointment in this mission
is quite different! As outlined in the NATO NCO BI-Strategic Command Strategy and NCO
Guidelines the KFOR CSM serves as senior advisor to the Commander and the staff leadership.
The CSM makes recommendations to the Commander on all matters pertaining to Other Ranks
(OR). As the CSM, I have responsibility to ensure all KFOR members maintain compliance with
the policies, adhere to the set standards. I also ensure that discipline is maintained within the
organisation. All the actions are in support of the Commander´s intent. I am a member of the
Morale and Welfare Activities (MWA) Council and the NATO Meritorious Medal Board. I also
have the responsibility for organising and conducting the NATO Non-Article 5 Medal Parades .
It is a great challenge that I am honoured and privileged to do.
Family Reaction: I am married to Alessandra and live in Pisa. We have two children Valerio
17 and Claudia 15. They have always been proud of what I do and they are waiting patiently to
welcome me home.
Hobbies: I practice CrossFit and Calisthenics and I’m also passionate about Celtic and Nordic
(Viking) history. I listen to Celtic music in my free time.

Military Education: I have completed 5 years of Civil Engineering at University and also a
Master’s degree (Dipl. Civ. Eng.). Before starting in KFOR/NATO, I worked for 9 months at
Ataturk International Airport in Istanbul as a civil engineer, specializing in metal construction. I
started in KFOR/NATO as a project engineer / project officer in J ENG from 1st June 2000 until
15th October 2006. From 15 October 2006 until now I have held the position of Chief ENG
HSG.
About the Mission: As a Chief ENG HSG I’m responsible for all of Camp Film City (CFC),
Camp Nothing Hill (CNH), the Military Airport of Debarkation (APOD) and 13 VHF
Communications Network (VCN) sites. I’m responsible for all engineering projects and
supervising the maintenance contract’s for all mentioned camps and sites. As part of the HSG,
the Chief Site Engineer is responsible for operation, construction and preventative maintenance
of all key life support systems (electrical / power, water, heating, fire / alarm, emergency lighting
and fuel etc.), refuse collection, custodial services and grounds / roads maintenance.
Family Reaction: I’m married for the last 24 years (with the same wife!). I have a daughter
(Hilal) age 22, a son (Efe) age 19 and my youngest, a son (Ege) age 9. They feel OK, because my
job is one that I enjoy doing. Being an engineer and working for HQ KFOR requires a big effort
and expending of energy. Considering that, in the beginning it was not easy for me and my
family, but now we are used to it and the fact that sometimes I might miss an evening or weekend
because of work is something normal for us.
Hobbies: My hobbies are cars, skiing in winter and swimming during summer.
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